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Introduction
this
n paper, I begin to explore the reie/a:-::e o~

I

Reich's thought, especially his

OCiS;C

crnc.c.e

of self regulation, to contemporary ne.iro-

scientific research and to neuroscientificafly-

based treatments of trauma. The two treatments I have
selected to reference for this paper are Peter Levine's
Somatic Experiencing© and Pat Ogden's Sensorimotor
Processing©. In subsequent papers, many of the topics
only touched upon lightly will be greatly expanded?
After a brief introduction, this paper will be divided
into 5 sections:
1. Reich, Freud and Self Regulation

"

2. Reich and the Autonomic Nervous System
3. Reich, Pierrakos and Contemporary Neuroscience
4. Neuroscientific Principles in Adult Treatment
5. Case Vignette and Conclusion
For Reich, self regulation was a philosophy of childrearing as well as a principle of healthy adult functioning throughout

the lifespan. He was particularly

interested in the prevention of developmental trauma
and of shock trauma to infants, especially newborns. In
the late 1930's, as an outgrowth of his theoretical and
clinical experience with adults and his profound interest
1 An earlier version ofthis paper was presented at the European Association
Body Psychotherapy

Conference,

November

2 One of the areas I find fascinating

is complex self-organizing

systems theory.

One could view self regulation as one aspect of the human psyche/nervous
system's self-organization.
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Reich Was Right

in children, Wilhelm Reichbegan to formulate a theory of

[More generally,] sublimation of instinct is an especially

child-rearing and healthy adult functioning that he and

conspicuous feature of cultural development; it is what

his followers would refer to as "self regulation". For Re-

makes it possible for higher psychical activities, scientific,

ich, self regulation was a biological concept which, when

artistic or ideological, to play such an important part in

properly applied by parents and caregivers, would allow

civilized life ... (Freud, 1930, p.97).

optimal development of the infant organism as a whole.

To paraphrase Freud, civilization is dependent upon

He advocated such things as allowing the newborn to

the primacy of the neo-cortex, which can and must be

remain close to or on its mother's body, breastfeeding on

the regulator and controller of the remainder of the

demand, toilet training only when initiated by the child,

bodymind. This attitude underlay much psychoanalytic

and freedom for children to masturbate and explore

thought in the 20th century and was frequently applied

each other's bodies (Carleton, 1987). He also pointed to

to the treatment of infants and children. Reich and the

the importance of the eye contact between the mother

body psychotherapies which his work spawned (along

and the baby in his writing on the possible etiology of

with contemporary applications of neuroscience such

schizophrenia. Reich believed that children raised this

as those promulgated by Allan Schore and discussed

way would grow up to be emotionally healthy adults

below), see it differently.

capable of full sexual expression in intimate relationships.

Reich refused to accept the inevitability of such an

His underlying assumption was that healthy sexuality

antithesis or the necessityfor such instinctual sublimation

in a healthy bodymind was a "normal function"

in the interest of cultural development.

and

that optimally all we really have to do is not inhibit or

rejected the necessityfor regulating infant feeding, elimi-

pervert it in the developing organism. These assertions

nation or sexuality, seeing them as natural functions and

were mind-boggling and paradigm-challenging to many

expressions of the organism. Reich, in fact, posited that

of his contemporaries as were many of his important

true sublimation of antisocial impulses would be possible

socio-political ideas. Emphasizing self regulation as a

only in the absence of repression. Infantile and antisocial

biological concept taking into account what was then

impulses can be given up only when normal physiological

known about the autonomic nervous system, he intuited

needs can be gratified (Reich, 1945, p.19). Reich, then,

many of the concepts that contemporary neuroscience

distinguishes between natural, biological needs and im-

and attachment research have now made quite concrete.

Reich, Freud and self regulation:
An introduction
First, a little history ... By 1930, when he came to
write CIVILIZATIONAND ITSDISCONTENTS,Freud had,
according to Reich, betrayed much of his own earlier
work, including Reich's contributions to it. In a 1952

-.-,...

He therefore

interview with Kurt Eissler for The Sigmund Freud Archives (Higgins and Raphael, 1976), Reich states that
Freud wrote CIVILIZATION AND ITS DISCONTENTSin
direct response to a lecture Reich gave in Freud's home .
In any case, Freud does suggest a poor prognosis for the
relationship between sexuality (which we can simply see
as life energy) and society. Freud derives an antithesis
between civilization and sexuality from the circumstance
that sexual love is a relationship between two individuals
in which a third can only be superfluous or disturbing,
whereas civilization depends on relationships between a
considerable number of individuals. (Freud, 1930,p.1 08)

pulses and the secondary antisocial impulses which result
from their repression. Nature and culture in his view,
are not, as Freud concluded, inherently antithetical. If a
person's (especially an infant's) primary instinctual needs
are gratified, it increases his capacity for both love and
work. In Reich'sopinion, (following Rousseau)there can
be harmony between nature and culture (Reich, 1945,
p.25). If normal impulses are not suppressed, society
need not fear their revolt.
After the birth of his son, Reich became particularly
interested in how infants could be treated to promote
their self regulation from the beginning of life. He felt
that in contrast to the strictly controlled infant treatment
of his day, usually identified with John Watson and B.F.
Skinner, babies should be fed, preferably breastfed, on
demand, circumcised only when medically indicated,
would toilet train themselves when physiologically capable, and should be free to explore whatever gave them
pleasure in their own and each other's bodies.
Are these ideas still "revolutionary"
been incorporated

into contemporary

or have they
child-rearing?
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Although some segments of the culture have adopted,

among other things, the biological/energetic

basis of

or better yet never lost these practices, they are far from

psychosexual development. What Freud ultimately saw

universal. For my doctoral dissertation, in the 1970's I

as metaphoric, Reich saw as strictly physical/energetic.

interviewed at length both IIse Ollendorff (Reich's wife
and the mother of his son, Peter) and Gladys Meyer
(Theodore Wolff's widow) and also Evelyn Tropp (Oscar
Tropp's widow) as well as some of their children, and also
some adults who had gone to Summerhill as children.
At that time, all my interviewees considered themselves
part of a "cognitive minority" and quite distinct from
the cultural mainstream. And, when I presented some
of these ideas at a Somatic Experiencing Conference in
California recently, a surprising number of mental health
professionals said that Reich'ssuggestions were far from
common practice.
More recently, Peter Levine and Maggie Klein wrote
prescriptively about the treatment of infants in Trauma
Through a Child's Eyes. I found enormous sirnilar'ues
to Reich's ideas in what they propounded, again brnqing home the lack of full cultural acceptance of sucr:
practices. Levine and Klein emphasize the importance o:
both the prevention of developmental trauma and the
development of what would now be called resilience.
They employ slightly different vocabulary informed by
more recent research. What was speculative on the part
of Reich is neuroscientifically-based and elaborated by
Levine and Klein. An extended comparison will be made
in later papers in this series.
In recent years, the term "self regulation" has again
become current, this time in the literature of applied
neuroscience and neuropsychoanalysis. Authors such as
Allan Schore (1994, 2003), Amini, et al. (1996), Daniel
Siegel (1999), and Louis Cozolino (2002), have used the
term to refer to the affect regulation developed by the
infant in concert with the effective parent or caregiver.
Peter Fonagy and his associates(1995) have explored the

Reich and the autonomic nervous
system
Utilizing the model/metaphor of the amoeba, Reich
noted that the human organism is in a constant state
of expansion and contraction at every level. Most easilyobserved in pulse and in respiration, this principle is
characteristic of every cell and organ in the body. He
observed this expansion and contraction, sympathetic!
parasympathetic

alternation,

most poignantly

in the

human orgasm and a lot of his work eventually cen~ered on the meaning and achievement
sexua. "'u. ctioning.

of healthy

As we know, it also characterizes

~~eernotions and is evident in the natural oscillation at
'ov. stress le els of the sympathetic and parasympathetic
branches of the nervous system. Withdrawal of energy
he terrr.eo anorqonia. and blockage by muscular contraction he termed ar oring. Reich observed clinically that
the corrroi of anxiety was the main function of either
arrnorinq

C~

withdrawal of energy from a body part. In

the 1930's, building on the work of Walter and Kathe
Misch, and also t e experiments of Krause and Muller,
Reich began to associate anxiety with a blocked response
of the sympathetic nervous system and to associate the
parasympathetic with pleasure. Alternatively, the vagal
system he associated with libidinal expansion and movement outward while the sympathetic was essentially the
system of libidinal retreat, drawing back into oneself.
What is important is not so much the details but the
overarching

principle of expansion and contraction

characteristic of a healthy organism. Peter Levine would
later characterize it as autonomic pendulation.

relationship between affect regulation and the develop-

According to his biographer Myron Sharaf (1983):

ment of the self. (See also literature review by Shapiro

... Reich was the first psychoanalyst to emphasize

and Moore.)

the role of sympathetic response in neurotic illness.

So contemporary neuroscientific research has picked

It is interesting to note that current bio-feedback

up where Freud, and subsequently Reich, left off. With

techniques often involve the replacement of anxiety

tools such as FMRI's, scientists are able to trace hap-

states [sympathetic] with calmer ones by condi-

penings in the nervous system that Freud and Reich

tioning the patient to relaxing (parasympathetic)

could only intuit or suggest. Freud left the neurological

thoughts and feelings .... It should be stressed that

research in which he had been trained to find a whole

Reich's therapy, unlike bio-feedback techniques, did

new "science" of psychology.

Reich at first followed

his mentor but subsequently disagreed with him about,
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not aim at the avoidance of anxiety states. On the
contrary, the binding of anxiety in the armor was

more of a problem than free-floating anxiety itself.
Intense anxiety was often aroused in the course of

Reich, Pierrakos, and contemporary
.
neuroscience

therapy as the armor loosened. The patient was
helped to work through his anxiety states, not avoid

In Reich and Freud's time, and still in John Pierrakos',

them. The cardinal therapeutic problem became

most patients came to therapy heavily armored, rigid,

the fear of intense emotions and, in particular, the

with resistance that had to be penetrated.

That is how

fear of strong pleasurable sensations (what Reich

I was originally trained by the Reichians (Orgonomists),

termed "pleasure anxiety") (Sharaf, 1983, p. 208).

and then in Core Energetics. But, by and large, those are

In a personal communication, Kristi Foster, a doctoral student at Santa Barbara Graduate Institute,
points out that:

not the people we see today. Today, our challenges are
containing, grounding, and preventing fragmentation as
we help our patients heal themselves. Over the years,
I have had to learn to modify techniques, to titrate, to

This concept of autonomic nervous system response

PREVENTpeople from going too deep all at once rather

ties in with polyvagal theory. Polyvagal theory states

than helping them go deeper quickly as I was trained to

that in situations of sympathetic nervous system activation the capacity for the ventral vagal, or social
nervous system, to function is impaired (Sahar, Sha-

do more than 30 years ago.
One particular patient comes to mind as I think of
what neuroscience has taught me: a North African man

lev; & Porges, 2001). Attendant with impaired social

I worked with many years ago. He had been repeatedly

nervous system functioning is a shutting down in
nerve pathways to the gut. This shutting down

traumatized by physical punishment in elementary school
and then by his parents at home. He told me about

of nerve pathways to the gut affects the enteric

one particularly significant event when he was about

nervous system, or gut brain, and also lessens one's

8. His parents went out on a Sunday afternoon, leaving

capacity for pleasure (Porges, 1998).

him with a massive amount of arithmetic to learn for

What Porges' (1998) theory suggests parallels the

a test the next day. He remembered trying for a while

work of Reich (1942/1973).

An impaired capacity to

experience pleasure leaves one with a tendency toward
anxiety. This tendency toward anxiety pushes one toward
social shut-down as well as enteric nervous system shut
down. This shutting down of social or bodily intelligence
creates an inability to read the warning signals generated by one's body.

and then, lured by the sounds of his brother and sister
playing in the courtyard, finally joined them. When his
parents returned, his father quizzed him on the math.
When it was obvious in his father's eyes that he didn't
learn enough, his father beat him so badly that he could
not go to school for the next several days. Nobody in
the family would speak to him, except for a maid who
crept up to his room and dressed the lacerations on his

So Reich was concerned with what would be seen by

back, buttocks and legs.

neuroscientists and traumatologists such as Pat Ogden

In one therapy session we agreed he needed to revisit

and Peter Levine' and their colleagues as dissociation
Reichians, they have developed many techniques for

that afternoon expressing the feelings he was unable
to express at that time. As we worked through it, he
hit, punched, kicked, yelled obscenities (only in Arabic,

titrating the amount of anxiety that is aroused in the

of course), etc. We worked until pretty near the end

course of therapy. Great emphasis is placed on gradual

of the session. When he got up to leave, we did some

introduction of highly activating material, with the thera-

grounding, but I could tell that he was still somewhat

of the anxiety. But, unlike many Reichians and neo-

pist keeping a close watch on the patient's gradually

dissociated, so I suggested he sit in the waiting room a

increasing tolerance and thereby, resilience. Some of

while before venturing out onto the streets.

these principles will be outlined below in the section on

He missed his next session because of an attack of

clinical applications.

bronchitis, but that didn't register with either of us as

I Perusing Peter Levine's doctoral dissertation,

retraumatization. It was just the kind of thing that occasionally occurred in therapy. In the following session,

(pp.65-6) the significance

I noticed that he briefly noted

of Wilhelm Reich's thought to the development

temporary paradigms used in many somatic psychotherapies,
Somatic Experiencing.

He specifically highlighted

of con-

chief among them,

Reich's theory of energetic

charge/discharge involving the autonomic nervous system.

he told me he was pretty out of it for the entire day following that session and we both figured he had done
some good, deep work in that session.

energy & character vol.37 may 2009
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Looking back, I think he was retraumatized by that

psychic change, interpretation is limited in effectiveness

session. Knowing what I have now gleaned from neuro-

to pathologies arising from the verbal phase related to

science and trauma treatment, I would have conducted

explicit memories, with no effect in the pre-verbal phase

the session quite differently. I would have first reviewed

where implicit memories are to be found" (p.677). He

with him what support and resources he had in his

goes on to point out that body psychotherapy, originally

present life, and had him articulate some safe person or

a product of" certain pioneers of classical psychoanalysis

place that he could vividly imagine. Then, I would have

and trauma theory" has developed independently and

taken him piece by piece through that iconic afternoon,

often in opposition to contemporary psychoanalysis. But,

bringing him back and forth between past and present,

the body psychotherapies are also now adopting an inter-

his nervous system to integrate after each

disciplinary outlook. Psychoneurobiological data and at-

segment. We would not have been able to revisit that

tachment research have supported a neglected dialogue

traumatizing event in one session, but that would have

between psychoanalytic and somatic psychotherapies.

allowing

Interpersonal neurobiology and trauma research are

been fine because he would have been able to be fully
present when he left. I also suspect he would have been

ma ing enormous contributions. Theorists and research-

able to return the next week to continue because the

ers have made important advances in understanding

overload on his nervous system would not have stirnu-

exactly how the central nervous system processes both

lated the bronchitis in his lungs and caused, irn to

tra.:

.iss

.0

and its repair. On one hand, neuroscientific

his next session. (Justto reassureyou, he did su~ ive, ar.d

research validates a lot of what Reich proposed so long

completed advanced degrees in both law and business

ago. l~ also articulates and refines and explains a lot

in the US and is currently holding an importa t oosition

Jf 00r work. And, of course, it occasionally mandates

in one of the Arab Emirates).

r:1od:~ica~ionor even invalidates some of our practices.

Reich's comprehension of the connection, even ;::-:e
identity, between emotions and the body was a precursor

0'

lr: the final sections of this paper, I will outline a few
-::r.eprinciples and resulting techniques that Levine

of both medicine and psychology today. Concepts such

and Ogden and their colleagues have applied to the

as self regulation have been adopted and elaborated

treatment of adults and then conclude with a brief case

upon with the assistance of technological advances in

viqnette. It will be seen that each of these principles and

neuroscience such as the fMRI. What we have called

techniques is fundamentally geared toward reestablishment of self regulation. For if, as Peter Levine insists,

"energy," neuroscientists call "resonance" and measure the changes in brain waves when two people such
as mother and baby, as well as patient and therapist,

"trauma is in the nervous system, not in the event", that
trauma is the interruption of the self-regulatory capac-

interact. Bridges that were wobbly and tentative span-

ity of the organism, specifically of the nervous system.

ning the gulf between verbal psychotherapy (such as
cognitive

behavioral and psychoanalysis) and body

psychotherapy are beginning to look to both sides like
the newest frontier.

Neuroscientific principles in adult
treatment

Writers such as Allan Schore applying neuroscience to

Whether it is acute or developmental, the nervous

psychotherapy and psychoanalysis, constantly allude to

system needs to process trauma slowly. We must nudge

the importance of the body, non-verbal communication,

the nervous system to do what it needs to do, slowly and

etc.. in the early mother-baby pair, in adult relationships

carefully, to process and release the trauma, to allow the

of many sorts, and in the psychotherapy office where

bodymind to return to self regulation. The human organ-

body psychotherapists are experts. Schore emphasizes

ism, with its unlimited neural plasticity, is designed to

the body in virtually every paper he writes and every

heal even intense, extreme experience. As I have applied

presentation he gives. In a 2005 article, Schore heralds a

such neuroscientific principles in a way that increasingly

"new paradigm" in psychoanalysiswhich must inevitably

honors this process, even patients I have worked with for

include non-verbal, bodily-based interventions directed

many years have had remarkable lessening of symptoms,

toward nonconscious, procedural processes.In this same
paper, he quotes V. M. Andrade in the International

increased creativity, and improvements in relationships.

Journal of Psychoanalysis, citing information from neuropsychoanalysis as concluding, "As a primary factor in
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I am thinking of a man I have worked with for a long
time as he has fought his way through life-threatening
health problems for the last 20 years. Now, at 50, having

worked through a lot of issues of childhood abuse, he

Resources are whatever is positive in patient's life or

was just beginning to think he MIGHT want to entertain

imagination: they can be any element of experience:

the idea of a relationship with a woman for the first time

sensation, image, behavior, affect or meaning. It is

since his health crisis began. A few months ago I began

important to locate and list them with patients at the

working with him carefully applying Somatic Experienc-

outset of the therapeutic process. They are reparative in

ing© principles of resourcing, titrating,

themselves and can also be periodically introduced to

pendulating,

etc. The results have been quite astonishing to both of

allow the autonomic nervous system to pendulate and

us. He has begun dating and discovered a sexuality far

avoid retraumatization.

deeper and more exciting than anything he remembers

Titration keeps the nervous system activation within

feeling when he was younger and hormones were rag-

the "window

ing. And concomitantly, the urge to do his creative work

lots of time as the autonomic nervous system processes

has become unsquelchable. Each session leads to deep

more slowly than the motor system or cognition. Trau-

relaxation which he cannot ignore (he is a workaholic),

matic material must be introduced slowly and in small

followed shortly by creative and sexual openings.

He

now openly admits that he feels my deep caring for him,
can allow me to touch him without inwardly flinching,
and pats the hand I place on his abdomen.

A portion

of a session with him is in the vignette below.
The following

of tolerance."

It is important to allow

bits, allowing or fostering re-regulation of the nervous
system continuously.
Utilizing multiple components of experience enlarges
the experience, makes it wider and deeper and thereby
increases the healing capacity of the intervention. The

concepts and procedures have been

gleaned mostly from two modalities of body psychotherapy, Somatic Experiencing© and Sensorimotor Process-

five components are:
•

Sensation, which involves any of the 5 senses

•

Images, which can be internal or external (red

ing©, both of which are based on neuroscience and

ball in chest vs. sunset)

trauma research. I will briefly survey five of their many
ways to facilitate the process: pendulation and titration,

•

•

Affects,

or feelings, are actually patterns of

sensations

Pendulation and titration are concepts easy to apply
to even purely psychodynamic sessions.Many of us were

voluntary/

invol unta ry, conscious/unconscious.

resourcing, utilizing all components of experience, the
use of mindful language and discharge (state change).

Behavior can be verbal/nonverbal,

•

Meaning refers to an explicit linguistic concept or

trained to allow the patient to complete a horrific nar-

statement (Adapted from Somatic Experiencing

rative in the hope that the neocortex would make sense

Training Manual, 2007, p.Bl.27)

of it and thereby lessen its ramifications in the person's
present life. The autonomic nervous system, however,
is hard-wired, in its optimal, resilient state, to pendulate

Language must be mindful, invitational,

including

open-ended questions such as "How would it be to ... ,,1
Discharge (state change) can take place through

modes.

awareness of any aspect of experience: sensation, im-

Extrapolating, we have learned that the energy locked

ages, behavior or movements, affects, or through mean-

into the system by trauma is most effectively released

ing (cognition). Our exploration of this phenomenon has

between sympathetic

and parasympathetic

in small increments. Therefore, pausing in the account

been led by Peter Levine'sethological observations. Why

(which we call titration), to allow the nervous system to

don't animals have PTSD?They shake after a traumatic

"recycle" avoids iatrogenic retraumatization. This can be

event, pick themselves up and walk away. This led to

done in a number of ways: by resourcing at the begin-

Levine's exploration of what human beings can and

ning and as it unfolds, by asking the patient to focus

often manage to do. Trauma lies in the nervous system,

in the present and on bodily sensation, and by anyone

he concluded, not in the event. If a person's nervous

of a number of grounding and stabilizing exercises. It is

system cannot manage an event on its own, it must be

also important to work within range of resilience: don't

helped to process the activation which lies outside its

push through resistance or promote catharsis. In this

range of resilience, ultimately increasing that range. This

approach, the narrative is used to track nervous system

usually happens most efficiently when we work bottom

activation, not search for memories.

up (concentrating on sensations). rather than top down

energy & character vol.37 may 2009
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1

Non-Mindful Statement

Mindful Statement

"Why do you think you have that

"I notice when you talk about him your body tenses up"

reaction do your father?
"Perhaps you could try telling him
that you feel uncomfortable ... n
"It feels like it is your fault ... "

"Notice what happens inside when you imagine telling him
that?"
"You feel ashamed-even
appropriate? r

though you know that he wasn't

t

"You feel ashamed-even

though

you know that he wasn't appropriate?"

"You feel ashamed-even

though

you know that he wasn't

appropriate? "
Fisher (2005)

(cognition): when we keep bringing awareness back

artistically. We have been doing various forms of somatic

to sensation, emotions and meanings often spontane-

work over the years as seemed appropriate.

ously change. We explore, savor and deepen sensation

most debilitating health problems has involved constant

whenever possible.

pain and malfunctioning of his intestines. So, recently,

One of his

It is important to be able to recognize signs of dis-

I had begun very gently placing my hand on his abdo-

charge without inhibiting them in both oneself and the

men for a few moments as he lay on the couch. We

patient. "Traumatic symptoms are not caused by the

had very gradually increased the time from one minute

event itself. They arise when residual energy from the

to about ten. Over the next couple of months we were

experience is not discharged from the body. This energy

doing that, and his symptoms improved markedly as

remains trapped in the nervous system where it can

did his courage to seek a relationship with a woman.

wreak havoc on our bodies and minds." (Levine,1997)

In the session I am recounting,

he mentions that

Indications of discharge or state change should be

he wants to explore the trauma he experienced being

noticed, supported and encouraged by the therapist. Ex-

emotionally abandoned and rejected by his mother, but

amples are: exhale, yawn (a parasympathetic response),

I apparently surprise him by asking a broader question,

burping, tingling/numbing

which takes the session in a direction neither of us had

depending on context, sense

of flow, warmth/heat (can also be mobilization), sweating, crying, shaking and trembling (trembling may have

anticipated.
"What images come up for you when you hear the
phrase, 'traumatic experiences in your childhood?'"

fear mixed in), coughing.

Adam is surprised by the first image that surfaces:

Case Vignette

of his dad slapping him in the face when he was 12

This brief vignette illustrates many of the points in

years old. I ask him to return to that experience and to
let himself be there as it occurred. He closes his eyes

the previous section.
3/21/07 "Today I had one of the most profound
experiences of my life" - Journal Entry by Adam.
Adam, a 53 year-old playwright, enters the consult-

and begins to speak. Because I know him well, I am not
concerned that he will dissociate, so I do not comment
on his closed eyes.

ing room and sits opposite me. He has recently broken

"It was a weekend in February, probably over Lincoln's

up with Deborah, an artist with whom he had been in

birthday," he tells me "and Dad had taken Mom and

a relationship for about a year. She was his first lover in

me to a ski resort in Vermont. We stayed in some kind

close to 17 years, a period during which he was chroni-

of lodge. I think it was a Saturday afternoon when I

cally ill and in debt. After, at my suggestion, reading

became furious at dad for lying to me about something

Peter Levine's book, Waking The Tiger, Adam wants to

he had promised to do and then denied that he had. I

explore on a somatic level traumatic experiences from

remember confronting him in the living room and ac-

his childhood that have made him frightened of intimacy

cusing him. I can't remember everything I said, but I'm

with a woman, and of feeling free to express himself

certain I said, 'You're a liar!' ",
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At this point, Adam's legs have begun to tremble. He's
agitated and breathing rapidly as fear courses through
his body. I tell him to just allow the trembling and his

their forgiveness. "

J: As you imagine yourself there in your bedroom with
your father, what do you feel in your body?

rapid breathing and to notice what else is happening

Adam: Nothing. I am numb, frozen, cold, unfeeling ...

in his body as he feels himself solidly in contact with

At this point Adam begins to sob. He reaches for my

the couch against which he is leaning and the floor on

hand with one of his hands and covers the right side of

which his feet are resting. He moves slightly to feel the

his face again with the other. His shoulders shake as he

couch and the floor under his feet. I suggest he notice

cries and then they gradually relax and he releases my

what is happening in his arms and he says they are

hand and brings his other hand down from his face. We

tingling, especially his fingers. I assure him that this is

both sit for a few moments, just letting his experience

a natural discharge of the autonomic nervous system's

wash over us. I contempiate just letting the session end

blocked orienting response to danger, which could not

here, but counting on his resilience, I ask him if he would

be called upon. As the trembling begins to subside, he

like to take a step further.

mentions that he scared himself by saying such a thing

and with interest reflecting in his eyes, says, "Sure."

to his father. But, then it becomes more complex.
Adam continues ....

He sits up a little straighter,

"Can you go back there now? Would you go back
there and talk to him?"

"At that dad became enraged and slapped me very

Adam takes a deep breath. "What is it you might

hard in the face, probably with his left hand because I

want to say to him?" I ask carefully. "I'm not sure I can

remember holding the right side of my face afterwards."

talk to him," Adam replies, so I make a suggestion. "Try

Adam puts his hand up to the right side of his cheek
and his legs begin to shake harder than before, seemingly uncontrollably. He's shocked by the strength of the
movement in his legs, but I again encourage him to stay
in the moment. "It's your desire to flee," I suggest. "You
couldn't then. It's all right. You need to let your legs run

talking to someone else, someone you trust who would
comfort you. Who would that be?"
"My friend, David. He's warm and direct, a great
father. I wish I'd had a father like him."
"Then talk to David. Tell him how you feel and what
you need."

the energy out now. It's okay." I invite him to imagine

Adam imagines David sitting opposite his 12 year-old

himself running and he seeshimself running up and then

self, allowing him to reach out and touch his hair and

down the ski slope to the room of his old nanny, Mary.

then hold and comfort him. It morphs smoothly into be-

As his legs make more purposeful running movements,

ing held by his father. He mentioned later in the session

they at first increase in strength and then subside.

that the feeling of being held was "palpable." As soon

"Tell me what happened next." Adam's legs slowly
come to rest as he speaks.
"I was stunned and hurt, more by his anger than

as he is able to speak, he is able to do so directly to his
father, often sobbing between sentences.
"I need you to recognize who I am .... to love and sup-

the pain. I certainly knew I was provoking him but it

port me; hold me. Can't you see how sad and frightened

never occurred to me to run before he could hit me,

I am, how shy? I get teased at school and you're not

or to fight back. Maybe it all happened too quickly, or

there to help me (He had inherited a genetic anomaly of

more likely I became immobilized out of fear. All I can

overly large ears from his father, which were operated

remember is my face stinging as the sound of the slap

on only much later and very traumatically). Nothing I do

reverberated, looking at dad with hurt and astonish-

ever gets your approval. I'm so lonely, Dad. I need you

ment, then running to my bedroom. I locked the door

so badly. Pleasehold me and tell me that you love me."

and began to sob. I had never felt such profound hurt

He is sobbing deeply again, but with less tension. I

in my life. I had been certain Dad didn't love me and

encourage him to imagine his father reaching out and

now it was proven. Dad came to the door and asked if I

touching him. Adam is able to describe his dad stroking

would let him in. Eventually I did and he apologized, but

his hair, embracing him with love, apologizing with all

I remained turned away from him and wouldn't speak.

his heart. Adam is able to return the love.

I wanted to teach him a lesson he'd never forget: that

After he has stopped sobbing Adam reminisces that

if you fail and wound someone, you cannot count on

when his dad was dying in 2004, they never talked about
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Adam's childhood misery, and Adam never asked for an

for this process. Writing is the other. Jacquie has

apology, but one was made obliquely to a nephew who

asked me to be aware of how the excitement is

came to visit. Adam's father apologized for letting him

building when my creativity and pleasure begin

down as an uncle and burst into tears. Adam knew his

to flow, and then notice how I cut myself off.

father was speaking to him and was filled with gratitude

Her feeling is that I can learn to slow it down so

that his dad could come even that far in admitting his

it doesn't become overwhelming. I believe I can

failures as a parent.

channel it into the work I'm doing. The truth is that

After the session Adam reported feeling a surge of

since my early teenage years, I've had very little

optimism about his life that was new. Curiously there

experience with real pleasure and truly immersive

was also a bruise around his right eye that lasted for

and transformational creativity. Yes, it's been there

several days and then healed. He said he couldn't help

in spurts, and certainly when I was sexually active

but assume that in re-enacting the experience of being

the channels were more open, but I've never kept

hit by his dad, there was a kind of body memory, which

them open, thrived on them, used them so that

brought the bruise back. A week later he wrote about

they became a consistent part of my being. That's

another result of the session.

what I need now; that's what will allow me to have

"The experience of being held by Dad was as pal-

a full and satisfying life."

pable, as real, as if it was actually happening. I felt an
enormous relief and surge of love; a combination of

Conclusion

forgiveness and profound connection to this man who
I knew loved me deeply yet could never express such
feelings directly. I was aware of healing myself and also
him at the same time, despite the fact that he was dead'
now. So I suppose I was healing the part of him that
I have carried in me, the shadow. Somehow I felt the
healing that occurred had not

0

nly an emotional but a

spiritual basis; that somewhere I was releasing dad from
his guilt and shame over hitting me, and in acknowledging my need for him to love me, and the fact that he
did indeed love me with all his heart, I was helping to
make him whole as well as myself.
I had worked with Adam for the majority of his

This vignette brings together and illustrates some of
the principles and techniques that have been fashioned
by contemporary

trauma specialists, based on neu-

roscientific evidence for much of Reich's work.

Body

psychotherapists, it seems to me, are at the nexus of an
amazing number of treatment options which are being
increasingly accepted and utilized by increasing numbers
of psychotherapists. Only a fe\N could be described in this
paper. It's an exciting time for us to reassesssome of the
early figures in the field such as Reich, while we welcome
and embrace and propaqate ::e\,,' ideas and techniques.
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